
The Eat Method is your guide to your eating behaviors, while the #143Method is your guide to

portion sizes, meal timing etc. 

EAT is an acronym for:

Enjoy Your Food

Abundance Mindset 

Three Key Habits 

 

Enjoying what you eat- what a concept right? Turns out, if you've been restricting for so long

this will either give you tons of anxiety because you think you'll just overeat on the bad stuff

more or you're totally lost because you really don't know what you like anymore. 

Bringing your meals up to a high satisfaction point (enjoying it) will help lead you to LESS binges

overall. Food is meant to be enjoyed, so if you are purely just eating for "fuel" then more than

likely you're going to want to satisfy that emotional hunger later in a bigger way. 

 

There are 2 ways that you can do this:

1. Accessories 

2. Preemptive Cheats

 

Lets start with accessories, these can be tiny things that you add to your current meals to bring

up that oomph factor just a bit. For me that looks like feta cheese & a yummy dressing on my

salad, cream in my coffee and butter and jam on my english muffin. In total its probably an extra

200 calories a day BUT thats far better than restricting and then binging on 5000 calories later. 

One thing to ask to see how satisfactory your meal is to ask yourself: "How unlikely am I to

binge on worst stuff later?" 
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This leads me into preemptive cheats! I know a lot of people don't like the word cheat, but I

honestly think you give words power and meaning in your own way. I don't see preemptive

cheats as a negative thing, rather I see them as a buffer food. The idea behind this is

incorporating your fun foods in BEFORE the craving for them fully hits, that way you take the

edge off and it doesn't get to a point where you are waiting for Friday to come around so you

can indulge. 

 

One way to successfully bring in preemptive cheats is to have them on ANY day! Most likely you

saved a cheat meal on the weekends which then turned the weekend into a different category

from your "normal" day to day life. So the next time you go out to dinner with your friends,

instead of opting for the green salad or chicken and veggies like you always do, order something

you actually *really* enjoy. Or maybe add wine or dessert to share. Taste all the flavors, eat

slowly & enjoy it! 

 

The biggest difference between accessories and pre-emptive cheats is that accessories are

something you can add to every meal to increase the satisfaction factor, and preemptive cheats

are more indulgent things like wine, ice cream etc. They both have their place and shouldn't be

ignored! 
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Exercise: List 2 ways you can accessorize your food today to bring up the

satisfaction factor. What is an example of a pre-emptive cheat you can

incorporate?



Next up we have the Abundance Mindset. 

Abundance is the opposite of scarcity. And having a scarcity mindset around food plops us right into

the deprive-then-binge cycle of eating with no way to get out. 

Think about it. That time you put whatever food on the "off-limits" list ... wasn't it that same

food that was all you could think about eating?

I've never had a huge sweet tooth - I was always more of a salty tooth person- but when I was

getting ready for my first fitness competition, all of a sudden I was I was craving everything,

including things that I used to be able to take or leave, like donuts and fro-yo with ALL the

toppings. And after my show, you bet I ate those babies like there was no tomorrow. Mainly

because a scarcity mindset is all based on the fact that we don't think those foods will be

available tomorrow. 

The degree to which we feel deprived is directly related the degree we will eventually

overindulge later. 

It's just the science of willpower. Keeping ourselves from eating something, or working to avoid

being around a specific food, only increases the likelihood that when we are eventually around

it, we will overdo it. Willpower gets drained from the act of resisting. And when we have a

scarcity mindset around food, we feel like at some point, things will be off-limits, so we have the

urgent need to EAT THEM ALL UNTIL THEY ARE GONE.

Take Sunday nights. 

I don't know about you, but I used to do what I called "The Sunday Night Roundup" where I

would simply polish off any and all foods that were on not on my strict Monday eating plan, so

that they were "just out of the way" -- won't have to worry about them because they're gone! :)

This is a classic example of a lack mindset. Things will be off limits (on Monday) so I have to eat

them all right now while they are still available and eat them to the point of physical sickness

and mental shame and self-disgust.

How is this a healthy approach? Can you see how this mindset keeps us struggling?

The abundance mindset is the opposite. It's a mental operating system that assures that any

food is available to you at any time so the urgency to eat it all until it's gone simply dissipates. 
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If you are like most people, this feels like a scary mindset to adopt because, "If I think I can have

something anytime, I will binge on it constantly!" If you are still in a scarcity mindset, then you

might. But the key here is to remember that you can have whatever that food is tomorrow, too -

- and the next day and then Monday and any day, so what eventually happens is that you start

eating less and less, and eventually that food doesn't hold the same kind of urgency and

illicitness is used to for you.

Access dissipates urgency.

I believe it's precisely because of the way we put some foods on a prohibited list that makes

them desirable. The forbidden nature increases longing. So you want sweets? You can always go

out and BUY THEM. Anytime. So you really don't need them tonight. Maybe tomorrow though.

And then when tomorrow rolls around, ahh, you might not need them then either. Maybe the

next day. And on and on. There are no rules. You don't have to "get to Friday" to have what you

want. You can have anything anytime.

This practice puts you MORE in control, not less. You get around food and you don't

automatically need to binge. This is an abundance mindset!

I've used this technique with dozens of clients and they all are shocked that slowly making this

mindset shift has allowed them to keep things like pints of ice cream and jars of peanut butter

and bags of chips open and in the pantry FOR WEEKS.
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Exercise:I know it's scary, but give it a shot: buy THAT ONE FOOD you are

scared of overeating and have some tonight. And then allow yourself some

tomorrow night, and the next night, and so on. I guarantee you that over time,

you simply won't be nearly as mentally preoccupied with that food. And

remember, the old way of depriving yourself will always be there, so why not try

this new approach? :)



The final component in the EAT Method for sustainable eating is T, which stands for 

"Three Key Habits".

Identifying and implementing my habits are critical for sustainable healthy eating, and they are the

cornerstone of my approach. 

They are individual to each person. We all have them, they just need to be noted and consciously

followed, daily. How can you identify yours?

Your 3 Key Habits are eating behaviors that:

-Are effortless for you to do, you don't even have to think about doing them

-Are enjoyable for you. In other words, the Satisfaction Factor is high. You almost look forward to

them.

-Take the edge off hunger and cravings and help you stay satisfied and satiated for longer.

 

Having your perfect 3 habits in place will take care of about 80% of your eating strategy, leaving

about 20% of wiggle room for navigation. In other words, there is very little space left to "mess up"

or get into too much trouble.

 

Identifying your key habits should be fairly simple. If you have to think really hard about it, or try to

implement something new, then it's not a key habit. And it's only 3 things because the more "to-do's"

we add to our plate daily, the less likely we are to implement any of them consistently. Three things

is effortless and automatic.

 

To give you an idea, here are my 3 Key Habits:

1) No eating while standing up.

Whenever I stand & eat its 99% mindless. Its usually because I didn't plan accordingly & Im starving,

so Im standing in front of the fridge eating a whole carton of raspberries dipped in coconut butter.

And not because thats what I felt like eating but rather because thats whats in front of me, so then I

did not meet the Satisfaction Factor and left wanting more and more. The easy fix for this is making

sure Im sitting at the table and purposely eating what I want, not just being a scavenger!
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2) Eat protein at every meal.

I don't stress about eating a specific number of protein grams because, for me, that feels like a

full-time mental job. Every time I eat, however, I'm sure to get at least 30g of protein. This helps

balance blood sugar and sustains my energy between meals.

3) Brain Fuel smoothie everyday.

In my smoothie I put my liquid vitamins + a whole bunch of fiber from flax & chia seeds so by

having this smoothie daily I know Im on track with my supplements and micro-nutrients. This

smoothie keeps me fueled for at least 4-5 hours which is perfect for when I work from home so I

don't get my work flow distracted by wanting to snack. The days I don't have my smoothie I

notice Im much more apt to want a million snacks & my energy isn't great. 

 

That's it! 

 

When all 3 habits are met daily I hardly feel the compulsion to eat crap. I never feel deprived

and I never stress about my meals, which helps me make the healthiest choice possible at all

other times of the day.

 

This is a practice! And to begin, start by identifying your 3 Key Habits and practice doing them

every day. Again, they should not be hard to do, and there should not be a long list of things. 

Keep it simple.
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Exercise: What are your personal 3 Key Habits? 


